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T
he Ceramic House is my home. 
It is also many other things: an 
extraordinary house, a gallery, a 
sculpture garden, an occasional guest 

house and a venue for happenings, ranging 
from a pop-up restaurant and performance 
salon to extravagant costume affairs. But what 
it remains, at heart, is a beautiful home to 
live in. I call it a living work of art, as I have 
been transforming it into a showcase of my 
ceramic and glass installations since I moved 
to Brighton six years ago.

the art of architecture 
I am an architectural ceramicist, and since 

graduating in Public Art and Design from 
Chelsea College of Art in 1995, I have been 
working on public realm commissions in the 
UK and internationally. I specialise in ceramics 
for a number of reasons: I love the malleability 
of clay and its ability to be transformed into 
anything, I can indulge my love of texture 
through the use of relief, and my passion 
for colour. Stoneware ceramic will endure 
indefinitely - glazed architectural ceramics 
dating back thousands of years lose none of 
the vibrance of when they were first made - so 
it is an ideal method of providing permanence 
and colour with no maintenance; important 
for external sites and useful for interiors too. I 
often combine it with other materials such as 
mosaic, glass, concrete, and stone. 

I design artworks for public spaces - 
buildings, parks, and, more recently, private 
homes and gardens. The constant element 
is cladding surfaces, usually with ceramic 
tiles – walls, floors, tables, benches, steps, 
water features, sculptures. My work responds 
to place, taking into account the immediate 
environment; designing site-specifically, 
whether it is a landmark sculpture for a town 
centre or a private garden commission. It 
is the overall effect, a combination of scale, 
exuberance and detail that I strive to achieve. 
I always try to create something of wonder, 
paying attention to detail. (One of my mottos; 

    a multi-coloured     glaze Ceramist, J Kay Aplin opens 
the doors to her 20s terrace 
in Brighton to reveal her 
technicolour splendour
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the other is to be surrounded by beauty at all 
times!) No wonder I have created The Ceramic 
House.

treasure trove
From the street, you would wonder if 

you had come to the right place. It is an 
unassuming 1920s end-of-terrace situated 
a mile north of Brighton Pier. However, this 
innocent appearance of ordinariness is not 
destined to last. I have plans for a grand 
entranceway. Plans that need approval. Yes, 
you have to apply for planning permission 
to change your gateposts, especially if you 
want mini-turrets more suited to a folly. Such 
grandiose ideas were rejected, unfortunately. 
But that is the next project. For now, an amble 
down the garden path leads you to towards the 
treasure trove waiting within.

I decided to start The Ceramic House project 
when I moved to Brighton and discovered 

Artists Open Houses. This, I thought, would 
provide the perfect forum for me to show my 
work in context. And so it has become. Since 
2011, every May, during the Brighton Festival, 
The Ceramic House converts into a gallery 
and is open to the public. Word has spread 
and people come from far and wide to see not 
only my permanent installations, but also to 
see the annual exhibition of contemporary 
ceramics. Different established and emerging 

artists are invited every year and the work 
is professionally presented to create a 
harmonious show within the domestic setting 
of the house and garden. The 2013 show was 
highly acclaimed with twenty-one leading 
international ceramic artists and we were 
awarded Best Artists Open House. 

uPside-dowN house
Starting this project has led to new things 

for me. For one thing, I have become a curator, 
almost by accident, and have taken a liking 
to it. I love selecting the artists, choosing the 
theme and having a stronger connection with 
the world of ceramics. It can be quite lonely 
working in solitude in the studio, and now I 
work with teams of volunteers and assistants 
each year leading up to the exhibition, 
helping with the practical work in the studio, 
converting the house into a gallery and all the 
organisational trappings therein. Not that it’s 
an easy transition. Essentially the whole house 
is turned upside down; nearly every room is a 
showcase, including the kitchen and bathroom. 
For a month we live in semi-confusion, not 
remembering where the glasses or cups have 
been moved to, as all the shelves have been 
designed to double up as professional display 
cases. 

Over four years it has developed and 
progressed hugely. The house and garden are 
continually evolving, with new permanent 
installations appearing every year, so in 
addition to the changing exhibitions each May, 
it is always new and exciting for visitors.

The first installation came about as a 
logical solution to tiling a new bathroom 
in the loft conversion in 2010. My studio is 
filled with ceramics left over from previous 
commissions, so I simply used what I had 
available, and I chose tiles left over from my 
most ambitious public art commission to date, 
Llanbradach Follies, two 5 metre high turrets 
in Llanbradach, South Wales, each covered 
with 1000 hand-made relief tiles. I had many 
tiles left over from the spires, so they became a 

“You have to apply for 
planning permission to 
change your gateposts, 
especially if you want 
mini-turrets more 
suited to a folly.”
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bathroom wall and a bath panel. Coincidentally, 
a leaded slumped glass and ceramic relief 
window panel from my degree show in 1995 
matched the colour scheme precisely, so I 
reconfigured it to fit a window I designed 
between the bathroom and the bedroom.

Since then, the project and spread of tiles 
has been growing exponentially. Nearly every 
blank wall has been covered now. I have 
to be careful to leave some space for wall 
pieces when I put on exhibitions! It has been 
immensely satisfying reworking and recycling 
pieces of artwork that have been accumulating 
for years, and I give names to each piece that 
corresponds to its original location.

The first piece you see when you come 
through the front door is a huge wall relief in 
the hallway, a very tactile assortment of tiles 
on a semi-spherical theme, a remake of a 
small panel I made on the City Lit decorative 
ceramics course (Bolt Court site) in 1996, hence 
its title “Bolt Court”.

I converted the dining room into the Tudor 
Kitchen, so-called because it was made using 
moulds inspired by Tudor symbols originally 
made for Hampton Court Palace Gardens. 
Colourful relief tiles provide a patchwork 
for the splash-backs, and I made tiles for the 
worktops and kick boards. The kitchen table 
is a collection of antique tiles picked up in 
salvage yards and antique arcades. I reworked 

some fused glass and ceramic panels made in 
my college years to create much-commented 
on light fittings in the corners of the kitchen. 
The glass display shelves in the kitchen provide 
one of the main display areas when I put on 
exhibitions; in between shows, they house 
my permanent collection of ceramics, which 
consists of antique and contemporary pieces 
and is constantly expanding.

The feature tiles for the Utility Room were 
designed specifically for the space. Comments 
have varied enormously about the splash-
backs, and what they inspire: things growing 
under the surface, pipes, snakes, you name it! 
They, along with work tops, kick boards and 
window sills, have been glazed in three shades 
of green, leading harmoniously into the garden.

the ceraMic gardeN
The Ceramic Garden is often described by 

visitors as Mediterranean in feel, and I suppose 
that is what I have created, because that is what 
appeals to me. Every surface in the garden 
is covered with coloured tiles - walls, floors, 
benches, steps and two huge wall reliefs; 
the Llanbradach Facade wall relief on the 
garage wall in the garden, made using leftover 
tiles from the facades of the Follies, and the 
Gorseinon wall relief, a recreation of a public 
art commission in Gorseinon, South Wales. 
Blue ceramic panels bulging with spheres - 
rejects that went wrong in the firing from a 
commission for a hospital in Bristol - have 
become a bench. There is a collection of tiled 
tables; vintage Moroccan, Victorian antique and 
hand-made circular tiled surfaces.

My style is eclectic. I have an eye for pattern, 
colour and beauty. I have an intuition for 
sourcing things and an ability to put them 
together. All the fixtures and furniture in The 
Ceramic House have been found in antique 
shops, auctions, car boot sales and flea markets. 
I especially love bringing things back from my 
travels, providing constant mementos of my 
trips around the world. I am currently tiling 
a bathroom with antique tiles brought back 
from Portugal, which will be revealed for the 
first time in May. Many of the soft furnishings 
have been made by me - cushions, curtains, 

blinds, headboards, many using hand-woven 
textiles brought back from Latin America. 
I have designed all the built in furniture, so 
that it can incorporate artwork or double as 
display space. For example, I upcycled art deco 
furniture to make fitted cupboards that blend 
seamlessly into the aesthetic of a 1920s house. 
The bookcase doors are made with reconfigured 
screen-printed stained glass from my Chelsea 
days, which, with lighting concealed within, 
provide a perfect solution to storing books and 
a unique light feature simultaneously.

When The Ceramic House is open in May, 
we have hundreds of visitors streaming in, 
which can be exhausting, but I like hosting 
and meeting people and I want to share what 
I have created. Which is also a reason why I 
started to offer accommodation. The rooms 
are unique and it’s a special experience staying 
here; everyone loves it. I would welcome the 
opportunity to do it all again with a new house. 
I know I can create wonderful environments, 
from making the artworks to sourcing the 
furnishings. I have a Ceramic Empire in mind. 
All I need is an investor to get started! Any 
offers most welcomed!

This year the show at The Ceramic House is 
called FANTASTIC TALES: Danish Contemporary 
Ceramics, an exhibition by sixteen of Denmark’s 
leading ceramists featuring a cross-spectrum of 
art forms - performance, sculpture, installation, 
tableware and wall pieces – creating a 
significant British exhibition of Danish 
Ceramics. The decision to curate a Danish 
show arose after I undertook a residency at 
Guldagergård International Ceramic Research 
Centre in Denmark in summer 2013. Following 
a further residency this spring, I will be 
presenting a new installation that will set 
the context for the Danish theme. This piece, 
together with a second installation that will 
be on display at HOUSE Open exhibition at 
the Regency Town House during the Brighton 
Festival, will be exhibited at the Biennial 
European Ceramic Context 2014 in Bornholm, 
Denmark this autumn.

Invite us round! 
We want to meet people with quirky and eclectic homes. Get in touch and tell us what makes your home special

Further Information
we will be running tile-making workshops at The 
Ceramic House every weekend in May. Book in 
advance on  the website or drop in.

FANTASTIC TALES: Danish Contemporary Ceramics
dates: 3/4, 10/11, 17/18, 24/25 May 2014
the ceramic house, 75 stanmer villas, 
Brighton BN1 7hN

for more information about Kay aplin:
theceramichouse.co.uk

faceBooK: facebook.com/pages/
The-Ceramic-House/550480145002884 
twitter: @kayaplin
instagram: ceramicempress

“Nearly every blank 
wall has been 
covered now. I have 
to be careful to leave 
some space for wall 
pieces when I put on 
exhibitions!”


